SHINNY STICKS
SHINNY is a pick-up or back yard game of lacrosse.
The rules & player configuration vary depending on
who’s playing. Goals can be anything from a trash can
to a 1’ x 6’ netted goal. Though you often see Shinny
played with full size LAX shafts, using a mini stick
(sometimes called fiddle stick) is an easy & “fun”
alternative that everyone (young & old) can enjoy
whether you play lacrosse or not.
SHINNY STICKS are also a terrific way to introduce
young kids to lacrosse. Many coaches & parents have
told us that they use mini sticks as an aid to improve a
young players hand & eye coordination along with
their stick work development.
BLACKFEET SHINNY STICKS are mini shafts made
from wood that come with our trade-mark butt ends
set into the shaft.
* We also offer by hand engraving on the body of the
shaft. Getting a players name or number engraved on
the shaft make great personalized gifts.
Natural Brown Pita Pocket Mini

Lunar Eclipse Pita Pocket Mini

Horse Blanket Pita Pocket Mini

Minis also offered with a Mesh Pocket

LACROSSE STICKS
WARPATH! NFL Famed Jim
Brown played Lacrosse at
Syracuse (was of coarse superb) with a stick the size of a
mini. (Rules have changed
this year for 12 and under –
shorter sticks! Cut ‘em down
or better still use the best –
H TAPER PINE 27” short!
Attack Ash! Since we developed our selection process
there have been zero incidents of breakage in the Ash
Attack shaft. Choose from
Featherweight, Medium and
Stout (heavy) in 3 Stain Colors & Natural. Also available
as H Taper our semi-custom
tactically modified profile for
handgrip & balance.
D Pole! Provides a player
game not possible with metal
or composite. Super light
alloy d poles break. Our 3
weight classes outperform all
other choice options at half
the money. Featherweight,
Medium & Stout Ash poles
selected for superb strength
and flexibility are serious
equipment for players of all
ages.
Girls & Women’s Handles! Made
of the same highly selected Pine
Wood for exceptional lightness
with flexibility & strength. Stick
profile resembles current composite shafts for optimal grip. Wood
won’t chill in cold weather, comes
in one additional Stain Color (4
total), 31 ¼” long meets new regulation allowable length.

The Most Durable & Competitive
Solid Wood Lacrosse Shafts to
Ever be Introduced Into
Modern Lacrosse!

For Pricing & More
Please Visit Us at Our Web Site

www.blackfeetlacrosse.com

GIFT ACCESSORIES
Great gifts for players,
coaches or parents. Whether
it’s end-of-season appreciation or for special occasions,
let Blackfeet Lacrosse help
you make is unique!
Key Chain &
Zipper Pulls!

From Rick: When I started making lacrosse shafts my
approach was expressly not to become informed on what
anyone or everyone else was doing in the production of
shafts. I allowed my in-depth knowledge of wood, my
passion for wood-craft & my love for the game act as my
guide. Through my knowledge of wood, Ash is without

Lacrosse Stick

question the most playable wood when all aspects of stick

Picture Frame!

work & needed durability from attack, to defense, to
mid-field are taken into account. That knowledge coupled
with my desire to deliver to each and every player the

Engraved Mini Appreciation Shaft!

highest quality wood shaft, dictates that I stay heavily
involved in the entire process from source selection to
finished product. My wood source selection comes from
areas within Appalachia where all Ash sport woods
originate. This is followed by my choice of processing mill
& a post mill ash inspection & selection. Once the ash
arrives in my shop, each shaft is hand-crafted with immense
care at all stages.

Engraved Full Size Appreciation Shaft!

Blackfeet Lacrosse

SHAFT PROCESS

All lacrosse equipment serves a unique
&functional purpose. Whether it’s the
protective equipment, that prevents injury
for the player, or the head & pocket along
with the stick that can increase speed &
accuracy. But aside from it’s functional
purpose, the stick stands alone in that it
becomes more to the player than just a
piece of lacrosse equipment. The stick
becomes an extension of the player & to
a degree characterizes the uniqueness &
personality of the player themselves. It is
our belief that no other shaft on the market
Fosters the essence of this player & stick relationship like Blackfeet Wood Shafts.
We know that no one player is identical
in talent or heart to another player. Similarly,
none of our shafts are identical to the one before it or the one after it. Wood is a million
cells per cubic inch, each of these contains
water under pressure, a tension & structure of
immense complexity. In some respects our
sticks still live. Additionally, we pride ourselves on the care & craftsmanship that goes
into each of our shafts. That is why we back
each one with a six month replacement
warranty.
Blackfeet Lacrosse
Phone: 847-361-7379 (Ask for Rick)
E-mail: rjcoteus@yahoo.com

